
Session A: 5:30 - 6:30pm MDT

Expressing your Identity: A Discussion 
of Poetry and Self-Exploration

Christen Malloy

Christen Alannah Malloy is a student at the 
University of Colorado Boulder finishing a 
degree in Computer Science with a minor in 
Mathematics. She is a poet, author, 
programmer, musician, and avid cyclist. 
"Eruption: The Awakening of Self" is an artist 
chapbook of feminist transgender poetry 
which was written in the Fall of 2019 while 
she was studying American Women's 
Literature. The works aims to engage 
readers, regardless of how they identify, 
with the self-reflective process needed to 
express personal identity.

Transforming Safe-Zones Trainings

Safe-zone trainings do not achieve their 
initial purpose and tend to only protect 
cisgender, white, gay men from 
homophobia. Join us as we detail how we 
discontinued Safe Zone programs and 
replaced them with a program designed to 
go beyond tolerance and basic education 
and move more toward breaking down 
barriers on college campuses and 
combating oppression towards LGBTQ+ 
people. You will leave with your own outlined 
plan to do this work at your campus.

Kaiba Linthicum

Lorem ipsum

colorado.edu/cisc/events
For more information or to request 
accommodations, email pride@colorado.edu.

Join us for our virtual monthly conference!  Choose one workshop for each session. 
Most sessions will be recorded for later viewing. 

TRANSFORMING
GENDER
CONFERENCE
Jan. 26     5:30 - 8:00pm MDT*
bit.ly/registerfortgc

Session B: 6:30 - 8:00pm MDT

Keynote: KAY ULANDAY BA��ETT
A PBS News Hour featured poet, Campus Pride Hot 
List artist, Trans Justice Funding Project Panelist, 
and Trans 100 Honoree, Kay Ulanday Barrett is a 
poet, performer, and educator, navigating life as a 
disabled pilipinx-amerikan transgender queer in 
the U.S. with struggle, resistance, and laughter. 

Kay’s bold work continues to excite and challenge 
audiences. A seasoned speaker, Kay has offered 
workshops, presented keynotes, and contributed to 
panels with various social justice communities. 
Kay’s ideas have featured in Race Forward & 
Colorlines, Buzzfeed, Huffington Post, KPFA Radio, 
and WBAI Radio. Kay turns art into action and is
dedicated to remixing recipes. Their latest book, 
More Than Organs, was published  in March 2020. 
See their online wobble on social media as 
brownroundboi and on their website, 
kaybarrett.net

kay ulanday barrett
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